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Abstract—Current semantic recommender systems aim to exploit the website ontologies to produce valuable web recommendations. However, Web usage knowledge for recommendation is presented separately and differently from the domain ontology, this leads to the complexity of using inconsistent knowledge resources. This paper aims to solve this problem by proposing a novel ontology-style model of Web usage to represent the non-taxonomic visiting relationship among the visited pages. The output of this model is an ontology-style document which enables the discovered web usage knowledge to be sharable and machine-understandable in semantic Web applications, such as recommender systems. A case study is presented to show how this model is used in conjunction of the web usage mining and web recommendation. Two real-world datasets are used in the case study.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS

Semantic Web (SW) technology has emerged recently as the next generation of the World Wide Web that allows future applications to understand and communicate with different knowledge bases [1]. Ontology has been playing an important role in Semantic Web development due to its unique expressive power in modeling a specific domain. Driven not by data structure or format, SW technology builds the meaning (semantics) of the data based on ontology related to the application of interest.

Recommender systems (RS) become more and more important in Web based applications, such as e-commerce, e-government and e-services. These systems generally recommend a set of items which are potentially interesting to a given user [2]. However, current RS require more improvement to make more effective recommendation and to be applicable to various applications [3]. Therefore, RS are advanced into semantic RS which is powered by ontology technology [4]. With the advancement of ontology technology, semantic recommender systems have been proposed [5, 6] to improve web recommendation by exploiting the website ontologies. Ontology is used to represent an application domain for the interference of the meaning of Web pages and the enrichment of Web recommendation with semantic information. However, Web usage knowledge is presented separately and differently from the domain ontology in Web recommender systems. This causes inconsistency between the domain knowledge and Web usage knowledge and results in the complexity of Web recommendation making process. Furthermore, the domain ontology represented by the knowledge of websites does not include the visiting relationships between Web pages which are extracted from usage analysis [7]. These relationships, namely non-taxonomic relationship [8], are less discovered in ontology learning, though it is important and crucial to determine how users visit Web pages. It is desirable to express such Web usage knowledge in a formal representation which is consistent with the domain ontology.

This paper proposes a novel ontology-style model of Web usage. This enables the unification of web usage knowledge and domain knowledge to support semantic web recommendation. This model represents the web access sequences formally in an ontology-style, and output its OWL document for making Web recommendations. The web access sequences can be obtained from a web usage mining (WUM) process [9]. The discovered web usage knowledge is sharable and machine-understandable in semantic recommender systems as well as other semantic Web applications.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some existing ontology-based recommender systems. Section 3 describes the ontology-style model of Web usage and section 4 presents a case study to illustrate possible applications of this model with some remarks. Section 5 concludes the paper and points out some future works.
II. RELATED WORKS

In recent trend, new generation Web applications are raising using the Semantic Web technology with ontology techniques as the backbone. Ontology can be a good way to model concepts and their relationships in Semantic Web resource development. Hence, most knowledge management systems aim to use ontology as a semantic mean to enhance the sharing of human- and machine-understandable knowledge.

In present ontology-based recommender systems, ontology is often used to enhance the semantics of Web usage data, and is useful for clustering documents, classifying pages or searching subjects. For example, ontology concepts are used to semantically enhance Web logs in a Web personalization system [6], in which one document contains ontology concepts, the document clustering is based on the similarity measure of ontology concepts, and then the system can make recommendations, depending on the input patterns semantically matched with navigational patterns produced in the previous mining phases. Liang Wei and Song Lei [5] construct a website ontology using the domain concepts and significant terms extracted from documents, and generate online recommendations by semantically matching and searching frequent pages discovered from the Web usage mining process. This approach achieves the effectiveness of the precision rate, coverage rate and matching rate.

In case of discovering knowledge from user profiles, ontology can be used to represent the relationships between document categories accessed by users for designing effective Web mining models [10]. Furthermore, ontologies can be discovered from accessed documents to represent the concept models of Web user information needs [11]. In such a case, the built ontology is useful to search right data when a user makes a request. Moreover, the ontology of the discovered knowledge can be expressed in XML and updated for ontology evolution later [11]. However, it is not really efficient to represent user data in the early phases in recommender systems when unexpected data has not been eliminated.

In addition, some works have been undertaken to use ontology based Web mining in hybrid recommender systems with promising results. Ontology can be used to present a set of concepts and their inner-relationships relevant to some knowledge domain [12]. By using this ontology, the website structure and scope can be defined for Web content mining, in which Web pages are concept instances and virtual links between Web pages are relationship instances. This approach shows how well ontology is incorporated into Web mining. On the other hand, according to Trousse, B., et al [7], by using Web usage mining, a domain ontology is able to update the concepts and relations between them, which are derived from usage analysis.

III. ONTOLOGY-STYLE MODEL OF WEB USAGE

The ontology-style model of Web usage is an ontology-style representation of the weighted graph of frequent Web access patterns (WAPs) discovered by the web usage mining process [9]. The following subsections give the definition of the model, the representation and implementation of the model, and show how to combine this with the WUM process.

A. Definition

The ontology-style model can be expressed as a 5-tuples: 
\[ O=<C, R, P, I, A> \], where

- **C**: Concepts; e.g. Web page is a concept.
- **R**: Relations which are the relationships of visiting Web pages (If a user moves from the current page to the next page, then a relation between the current page and the next page exists. This relation is presented as a non-taxonomic relation [8] “is related to”. )
- **P**: Properties; e.g. the attributes of the concept Web page
  - **I**: Instances; e.g. home page and history page
- **A**: Axioms which are a set of rules. For example, one Web page instance is related to zero or many other Web page instances or itself.

The input of this model is the weighted graph of frequent WAPs and its output will be an ontology-style document, which represents the visited web pages and the visiting links among these pages with the corresponding probabilities.

B. Representation of the ontology-style model of Web usage

As defined in subsection A, the ontology-style model of Web usage can be represented in the similar schema as Web ontology expression, namely an ontology-like schema. The concept (C) Web page is presented by class Node, including the following properties (P):

- \( sName \): the name of the Web page,
- \( sURI \): the URI of the Web page,
- \( fInteresting_rate \): the visiting rate computed based on the number of times that this page was visited.

Properties representing the relationships of visiting the Web pages (R) are:

- \( sInURI \): the URIs of the previous pages,
- \( _{outLink} \): the next pages.

Class Node describes the Web page as the current page. Users move to the current page from a previous page, and then may go to some pages in the next move with different probabilities. It is worth of noting that the probability of visiting a particular page in the next move from the current page belongs to the combination of the current-page and the next-page, so the property _outLink should be represented as an association class OutLink with the following properties:

- \( sCurURI \): the linked current page which refers to class Node
- \( sOutURI \): the URI of the next page, and
- \( fOut_prob \): the probability of visiting the next page

C. Implementation

This ontology-style model can be implemented using the commonly used Web ontology language (OWL). Table 1 presents the UML class diagram elements of the ontology-style model.

\[ \text{http://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-profiles/} \]
like schema and the corresponding OWL representation. The diagram shows that a Node is composed of zero or more OutLinks. This implies an axiom that a Web page is related to zero or many other Web pages or itself, so OutLink instances can refer to the next pages, even the same page.

### TABLE I. OWL REPRESENTATION OF WEB USAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UML class diagram elements</th>
<th>OWL representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OutLink</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>&lt;owl:Class rdf:ID=&quot;OutLink&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;owl:Class rdf:ID=&quot;Node&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="">rdfs:subClassOf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="">owl:Restriction</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;owl:onProperty rdf:resource=&quot;#isRelatedTo&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;owl:someValuesFrom rdf:resource=&quot;#OutLink&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="">owl:Restriction</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="">rdfs:subClassOf</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="">owl:Class</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about=&quot;#isRelatedTo&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;owl:range rdf:resource=&quot;#OutLink&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;rdfs:domain rdf:resource=&quot;#Node&quot;/&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="">owl:ObjectProperty</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### D. Combination with web usage mining process

Figure 1 shows the combination of the ontology-style model of web usage with the web usage mining process [9].

This WUM process is performed by integrating a tree algorithm into the Markov model in order to discover frequent web access patterns from Web log files, and to build a weighted graph of frequent web access patterns.

Given the OWL classes and the weighted graph of frequent WAPs, an ontology-style document of web usage will be automatically generated to represent the web usage knowledge in a formal way using OWL.

### IV. A CASE STUDY

This case study shows the possible application of the proposed ontology-style model of web usage in a simple web page recommendation system.

### A. Flowchart of a web recommender system

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the web recommendation system.

As shown in Figure 2, firstly, the input data of the model is discovered from the previous WUM process [9]. Secondly, the ontology-style model is built to generate a document of Web usage. An ontology building tool, Protégé (http://protege.stanford.edu/doc/dev.html), is used to implement the OWL class instances. Thirdly, the built document will be used for making web recommendation.
B. User session datasets

In this case study, we considered two real-world live Web sites: NASA Web site (http://science.ksc.nasa.gov) and ClarkNet Web site (http://ita.ee.lbl.gov/html/contrib/ClarkNet-HTTP.html). The NASA access session dataset was collected from 00:00:00 August 1, 1995 through 12:16:12 August 10, 1995, a total of 10 days. The ClarkNet access session dataset was collected from 00:00:00 September 4, 1995 through 23:59:59 September 10, 1995, a total of 7 days. These datasets are obtained after cleansing the web logs, i.e., removing erroneous and invalid pages from the web logs and eliminating multi-media files such as gif, jpg and script files such as js and cgi. Table 2 shows the size of the datasets after preprocessing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of users</th>
<th>Number of Web pages</th>
<th>Number of sessions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>26,037</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>49,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClarkNet</td>
<td>82,318</td>
<td>10,042</td>
<td>122,674</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Ontology-style documents

Each dataset of user sessions was mined through the frequent Web usage mining module [9] to obtain the weighted graph of frequent WAPs, which will then be fed into the proposed ontology-style model of web usage to generate the ontology-style document. For example, Figure 3 shows part of the generated ontology-style document of ClarkNet website usage. Tag sURI and sName describe the URI and name of the Web page vendela2. Tag _outLink specifies OutLink individuals including the URI of a next page and the corresponding visiting probability. Tag sInURI describes the URI of a previous page of the page vendela2.

D. Web recommendation

Given the ontology-style document, the next-page recommendation can be generated based on the following reasoning algorithm for the likely-visited Web pages from the current page

```plaintext
Input: current-page = A and previous-page = B
Loop Each Node in the ontology-style document do
  If a Node describes web-page A and previous-page B, then
  return
  - All next pages of page A recommend
```

Figure 2. Flowchart of Web recommendation using the ontology-style model

Figure 3. Node describes page vendela2.html in case of ClarkNet dataset (MinSup=0.001)

Table 3 tabulates the number of Nodes (Web pages) and the number of OutLinks in the ontology-style documents discovered from the NASA and ClarkNet dataset for different minimal support (MinSup) values. It can be seen from Table 3 that there are more Web pages discovered with lower MinSup value. In order to achieve a better prediction result, we can set a lower MinSup value to increase the number of frequent Web pages discovered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>MinSup</th>
<th>Number of generated Nodes</th>
<th>Number of generated OutLinks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>5590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClarkNet</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>5435</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
- The next page with the highest visiting probability

```end loop```

where, A and B can be page names or URIs

E. Implementation

This reasoning algorithm is implemented using the Protégé-OWL API. By applying the ontology-style reasoning to the ontology-style document, the machine can understand which pages are related to a given page and be able to generate the likely-visited next page with probability. Two examples are illustrated as following.

**Example 1**: NASA dataset with MinSup=0.01, recommend the next page for the current page history

When the page missions or ksc was previously visited, the recommendation is to go to the page apollo. The reasoning process is as shown below.

```[first previous page]

Then the following pages may be visited with the corresponding probabilities.

- http://science.ksc.nasa.gov/history/apollo/apollo.html (40%)
- http://science.ksc.nasa.gov/shuttle/missions/missions.html (20%)

End: No visit more. (40%)

⇒ Recommendation: http://science.ksc.nasa.gov/history/apollo/apollo.html```

**Example 2**: ClarkNet dataset with MinSup=0.005, recommend the next page for the current page vendela2

When the page vendela was previously visited, the recommendation is to go to the page swim. The reasoning process is shown below.

```[first previous page]
- http://www.clark.net/pub/job/vk/vendela.html

Then the following pages may be visited with the corresponding probabilities.

- http://www.clark.net/pub/job/swim/swim.html (50%)

End: No visit more (50%)

⇒ Recommendation: http://www.clark.net/pub/job/swim/swim.html```

The recommendation results from examples 1 and 2 have been manually verified against the weighted graph of frequent WAPs discovered by the web mining process [9].

F. Possible applications

Since the ontology-style model and document are implemented using OWL, we can easily incorporate this ontology-style model with a ontology-based recommender system which used ontology to describe the meaning of Web pages [5], so that the knowledge from Web usage mining and website ontology can be unified. In such a way, the Web recommendation system can understand not only what the page is about, but also where the page is in Web usage relationships and this can make better recommendations. This would significantly simplify the existing recommendation making process [5, 6], which make many efforts to combine ontology and Web usage mining.

In addition, this ontology-style model can be used in enriching domain knowledge representation. Given the ontology-style document of the Web usage knowledge, a program can automatically determine a Web page and related pages. From another hand, a Web page can be described by concepts in a domain ontology [5]. By analyzing the relation attributes “is related to” of the ontology-style model, the program can find the relations between the concepts of related pages and automatically add these relations into the domain ontology. For example, we assumed that the domain ontology of website NASA and ClarkNet were built. Based on the previous results:

- Example 1 shows that pages history and missions are related, so the relation between history and missions need to be considered and added into the domain ontology of website NASA.
- Example 2 shows that pages vendela and swim are related, so the relation between vendela and swim need to be considered and added into the domain ontology of website ClarkNet.

This enrichment of the domain ontology requires some extensions of the proposed ontology-style model of web usage, such as adding some attributes of the concept Web page to create connections to the domain ontology, and adding relations between concepts into the domain ontology.

Furthermore, the ontology-style documents of Web usage can become external Web resources which allow other applications reusing and extending more attributes to enrich the domain ontology with Web visiting relationships.

V. Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we propose an ontology-style model of Web usage and show its promising applications. The model represents the weighted graph discovered from raw web logs using the ontology language OWL. The model can capture the non-taxonomic relations between the visited pages discovered from web usage mining for supporting semantic Web recommendation and enrichment of domain ontology.

Compared with the weighted graph, this proposed ontology-style model achieves substantial benefits which are machine-understandable, sharable on Web, and capable of ontology reasoning. As experimented, it is easy to interpret ontology-style documents via the defined ontology schema for recommendations in ontology-based systems.

The proposed ontology-style model describes successfully the relationships of visiting Web pages which are the core knowledge of Web recommendation in semantic recommender systems.

In the future, the proposed approach might be adopted to develop some Web 3.0 applications to support users’ decision making in Web browsing process.
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